Barcelona, Spain Summer Global Faculty-Led Program

DETAILS

COURSE TITLE
WSGS 201: Global Contemporary Issues in Women's Studies/Gender Studies or WSGS 497: Topics in Global Issues

PROGRAM DATES
6/12-6/25/2017

COST
Program Fee: $2,360
Tuition: $2,253
Total Estimate Program Fee: $4,613

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Accommodations • Some group meals • On-site transportation • CISI health insurance • On-site program support • Cultural activities and excursions

APPLICATION DEADLINE
3/15/2017
Apply online by visiting LUC.edu/studyabroadapp

HIGHLIGHTS

Learn about contemporary gender issues in Barcelona. Visit one of a kind museums, historic architectural sites, and cultural organizations/NGOs that pave the way for gender equality and gender diversity. Focus on films by internationally acclaimed and Oscar winner P. Almodóvar!

Explore more than 2,000 years of Catalan history with scheduled excursions to the artsy Sitges plus distinctive neighborhoods in Barcelona during this two-week immersion program led by Dr. Héctor García Ch. who has studied, worked, and lived in Catalunya.

Transform your perception of the world by fully absorbing and losing yourself in Barcelona through experiencing Fire!!, a unique international LGBTI film festival, and the Picasso Museum which houses more than 4,000 works.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Office for International Programs
Lake Shore Campus • Sullivan Center 206
kheath2@LUC.edu • 773-508-7706
LUC.edu/studyabroad

&
Dr. Héctor Garcia Ch.
College of Arts and Sciences
hgarc11@LUC.edu • 773-508-2863
Barcelona, Spain Summer Global Faculty-Led Program
June 12th-June 25th, 2017

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
While in Spain, students will experience lectures by local scholars and activists, private film viewings and round table discussions of contemporary Spanish and Catalán films, a visit to artsy Sitges, and Fire!!, a LGBTI International Film Festival held every year in Barcelona.

COURSE TITLE:
WSGS 201 or WSGS 497: Global Contemporary Issues in Women’s Studies/Gender Studies
---CORE Societal and Cultural Literacy
---Tier 2 Societal Knowledge
---Women & Gender Studies

COURSE INSTRUCTOR:
Dr. Héctor García Ch.
-Modern Languages & Literatures
-Women’s Studies and Gender Studies
-Director, Latin American and Latin@ Studies

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course is designed to introduce students to intellectual and socio-cultural frameworks that shape our thoughts about gender identity and sexuality. Spain, and especially Barcelona, is a particularly appropriate location for such a course. The course will focus on Spain since the 1970s (after the Franco Dictatorship), and particularly in contemporary Barcelona, a city that lives up to its liberal reputation. The course’s emphasis on contemporary Spanish-Catalán films and gender studies will allow students to explore sexuality and gender from several interdisciplinary angles. Keeping the strategic program’s cultural extracurricular opportunities in mind, the course also envisions collaborative projects in which students will be able to share and explore different disciplinary and analytical tools with their peers, as well as incorporating class material and mass media. Focus on films by P. Almdóvar!

CREDIT HOURS EARNED:
Three hours

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Wednesday, March 15, 2017
Visit LUC.edu/studyabroadapp to complete the quick and easy online application! As part of your online application, you must upload a copy of your valid passport or passport application receipt and pay a $100 non-refundable Office for International Programs (OIP) study abroad fee by credit card.

TENTATIVE CALENDAR:
TBD  Mandatory Pre-departure Orientation
6/12  Students Arrive in Barcelona, Spain
6/25  Students Return to Chicago

TUITION FEE: $2,253
- Three credit hours of Loyola summer session tuition

PROGRAM FEE: $2,360
Includes:
- Some group meals
- Accommodation in aparthotel apartment
- On-site transportation, including transportation pass
- CISI health insurance
- On-site program support from local staff and Loyola faculty
- All program academic excursions and activities

APPROXIMATE TOTAL COST: $4,613
Does not include:
- Round-trip airfare approximately $1,200
- Personal spending money
- Most meals

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO